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Case No. 20090263-CA
IN THE

UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
STATE OF UTAH,
Plaintiff/ Appellee,
vs.
ANDREW HUNTER CONE,
Defendant/ Appellant.

Brief of Appellee
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Defendant, Andrew Hunter Cone, appeals from convictions for
possession of psilocybin (mushrooms), a third degree felony, in violation of
Utah Code Ann. § 58-37-8(2)(a)(i) (West Supp. 200$), and possession of
marijuana, a class B misdemeanor, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 58-378(2)(d) (West Supp. 2006). This Court has jurisdiction uijider Utah Code Ann. §
78A-4-103(2)(e) (West 2009).
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUB
Did the officers search Cone's bedroom pursuant to a properly issued
warrant supported by probable cause?
Standard of Review. A trial court's decision on a ipiotion to suppress is a
mixed question of fact and law. The court's legal conclusions are reviewed non-

deferentially for correctness, including its application of the legal standard to
the facts. State v. Brake, 2004 UT 95, | 11,103 P.3d 699. Its underlying factual
findings are reviewed for clear error. State v. Krukowski, 2004 UT 94, f 11,100
P.3d 1222.
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, A N D RULES
U.S. Const, amend. IV
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be
seized.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
After a search of his bedroom pursuant to a warrant (Addendum A),
Cone was charged with possession of psilocybin in a drug-free zone with intent
to distribute, a first degree felony; possession of marijuana in a drug-free zone, a
class A misdemeanor; and possession of drug paraphernalia in a drug-free zone,
a class A misdemeanor. R.2-1,23-18. A preliminary hearing was held and Cone
was bound over to the district court for trial. R.17-16. Cone filed two motions to
suppress, arguing that the magistrate failed to properly sign the warrant and
that the warrant was based on stale information. See R.32-18,65-59. The district
court denied both motions, R.58-57,81-80, and entered corresponding findings of
fact and conclusions of law. R.78-75,120-116 (Addenda B & C).
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I

;'!,>

"V

•M:ioned for permission to file an interlocutory appeal, but the

petition was denied* See R.125,134-33. Cone thereafter pied guilt}/ to amended
charges of possession of psilocybin, a third degree felony, and possession of
marijuana, a class B misdemeanor. K. i4/ -40,'i:•• •

. ^olng so, he reserved the

right to appeal the district court's orders denying his motions (o suppress.
R.1 4 4 141 -1 40

1 1 Le com I: sentenced Coi le to the maximum tern: is of

tonfinpinrnt on i w h charge suspended the same, and placed Cone on
supervised probation for 36 months. R.154-152. Cone timely appealed. R.16463.

'

.

.

•

.

.

•

'

'

.

.'

STATEMENT OF FACTS
On December 2,2006, Officer Jennings was dispatthed to an area in front
of the I *rovo City I ibrary on a call to u leet vviti i, [Spencer Ricks] v /ho stated
ti lei e "w as [sic] drugs in his apartmei it." R. 179:4 6 Upon the officer's arrival,
Ricks ':?.'-^ ^ staJ

- h a t he had found drugs in the bedroom of his

roommate — defendant Andrew Cone. R.21-20; R.179:5-6. After backup arrived,
Officer Jennings walked across the street and knocked on the roommates'
apartment door. R.179:6-7. Cone answered the -aoor and ;r.vi,e^ tne orficers
inside. R.179:7,l 4. Officer Jennings ii iformed Coi ie that 1 i..e had information
there were drug's in 1 as apartment and asked for consent to search
Cone refused

R 179:7

'~)\.. Officer Jennines informed Cor^e that he would seek a

.3.

search warrant and left. R.179:7. Backup officers detained Cone pending the
warrant application to prevent him from destroying or concealing the evidence.
R.179:7-8,16-17.
Officer Jennings presented to Judge Fred Howard a sworn affidavit
setting forth the facts establishing probable cause:
1. That your affiant is a police officer in and for the City of Provo, Utah
County, Utah and has been employed since December 15, 2003? and
is currently assigned as a Patrolman in the Patrol Division.
2. That on 12/02/2006, your affiant was assigned to the investigation of
the possession of marijuana investigation at 47 East 600 North #403,
Provo, UT.
3. That a firsthand account was given to me by Spencer Ricks, also a
resident at 47 East 600 North #403, that he smelled the odor of burnt
marijuana in the apartment. Spencer Ricks also signed a written
statement stating that while looking for where the smell was coming
from he entered Andrew Hunter Cone's room. Spencer Ricks and
Andrew Hunter Cone are roommates in apartment #403. The room is
located in the Northeast corner of the apartment. Spencer Ricks
opened the top drawer of the defendant's desk and located a small
[plastic] bag of marijuana....
4. Your affiant requests that this search be executed immediately as is
reasonably possible, given that defendant is being detained at the
residence to prevent destruction or concealment of evidence. Officer
Larsen and Officer Partridge have been with the defendant since I
made first contact and informed him of the accusation of marijuana
being in his possession.
R.21 (Addendum A).
Turning to the search warrant, Judge Howard endorsed with his initials
the following probable cause findings on the first page of the warrant:
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it has been established by oath or affirmation made or submitted to me
this 2nd day of December 2006, that there is probable cause to believe the
following:
:.:rijuai la is bei ng illegally possessed at 47 E 600 N #403
s evidence of illegal conduct.

i

The person or entity in possession of the property is a party to the
alleged illegal conduct.
j
R 23 77, Judge Howard also affixed his signature to the second i-vee of ti_
warrant as follows:

T

NOW, THEREFORE, YOU AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby
directed to conduct a search of 47 East 600 North #403 in Provo,
. . . for the marijuana described by Spencer Ricks. As well as
paraphernalia to include rolling papers, pipes, and other marijuana
or illegal controlled substances.
IF YOU FIND THE DESCRIBED PROPERTY, you are directed
to bring the property forthwith before me at the court or to hold
the same in your possession pending further order of this court.. ..
Dated this day of

[left blank]_
I I eft blank] !
AFFIANT: Joshua Jennings

1 Subscribed and sworn nciore me on .:i j ..... ,:„> . T / -<r 2;»»' ••
Fred Howard
' .

JUDGE

R.77; R. 179:22 (words in italics indicate written or signed by judge Howard).
A;:er U U A L ; ^ n m n ^ ^ v ^ i ^ a i.i'j -\ -

..

^ ,- —<^ ,-. '

-r •

bedroom and found Ibo bd«>t;ie of nlaiijn,nia d<,r.cnlx\i b\T Ricks, a ^allon-^ized
bag contain ing illegal in ushrooms, a scale, a boner, and eight pint-sized Ziplock
baggies. R.179:S-10.
_D_

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
In denying Cone's motions to suppress, the district court concluded that
the search was conducted pursuant to a valid warrant. It rejected Cone's claims
that the magistrate's signature did not authorize a search and that the warrant
lacked probable cause. The court also ruled that pursuant to the good faith
exception to the exclusionary rule, suppression of the evidence was not
warranted in any event. On appeal, Cone challenges the district court's ruling
upholding the validity of the warrant. He does not, however, challenge the
court's ruling applying the good faith exception. Cone's failure to challenge that
ruling —which represented an independent, alternative basis for the court's
refusal to suppress the evidence — is fatal to his appeal.
Cone has not, in any case, demonstrated that the warrant was invalid. He
does not adequately brief his argument that the magistrate's signature was
defective. Moreover, despite some incongruent language in the signature block,
the magistrate's signature is fairly read to authorize the search. Cone's argument that the affidavit did not establish probable cause is likewise unavailing.
Although it does not identify the date Cone's roommate observed the marijuana,
the circumstances surrounding the roommate's report, as set forth in the
affidavit, permit the reasonable inference that the discovery was made on the
same day it was reported and the warrant was issued.
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ARGUMENT
THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY REFUSED TO SUPPRESS
THE EVIDENCE SEIZED FROM THE WARRANT-BASED
SEARCH OF DEFENDANT'S BEDROOM
In denying Cone's motion to suppress the evidence, the district court
rejected Cone's claim that the search warrant was invalid. It concluded that
(1) the magistrate's signature on the warrant authorized the search, despite
"extra words" on the signature line, R.77-76,117; ana (2) the warrant was
otherwise supported by probable cause, despite the lack of date information in
the affidavit, R.118. As an alternative basis for its decision, the district court
ruled that "the evidence may still be admitted" because "the 'good faith'
exception [to the exclusionary rule] applies under United States v. Leon, 468 U.S.
897 (1984)." R.76,118-117. This Court should affirm.
A, Defendant has waived any challenge to the district court's refusal
to suppress the evidence because he has not challenged the
court's ruling that suppression was not warranted under the good
faith exception to the exclusionary rule.
i
On appeal, Cone challenges the district court's ruling that the search was
conducted pursuant to a validly issued warrant supported by probable cause.
See Aplt. Brf. at 8-19. He does not, however, challenge the district court's ruling
that under the good faith exception to the exclusionary' rule, suppression was
not warranted in any event. See R.76,118-17. Cone's failure to challenge that
ruling is fatal to his appeal.
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When appealing a trial court ruling that was based on multiple and
independent grounds, the appellant must demonstrate that the trial court was in
error on all of the grounds upon which it relied. See State ex rel. S.O., 2005 UT
App 393, Tf 12, 122 P.3d 686 (rejecting appellant's challenge to the juvenile
court's decision to terminate his parental rights because he did "not challenge all
grounds for termination of parental rights").

Failure to challenge all

independent grounds that provided a basis for the trial court's decision results
in waiver of any appellate challenge to that decision. See Reid v. Anderson, 116
Utah 455, 460, 211 P.2d 206, 208-09 (1949) (holding that appellant waived
assignment of error as to grounds not argued); Hedgcock v. Hedgcock, 2009 UT
App 304, f 16, 221 P.3d 856 (affirming trial court's ruling where defendant
challenged only one of five grounds upon which decision was based); accord
Roop v. Parker Northwest Paving, Co., 94 P.3d 885, 895 (Or. App. 2004) (holding
that "where [appellants] fail to challenge the alternative basis of the trial court's
ruling, [the appellate court] must affirm it"). As held by the Idaho Court of
Appeals:
The review of a trial court's action is inappropriate when the
action has not been listed as an issue on appeal and no argument or
authority on the issue is contained in the brief on appeal. Similarly,
where a judgment of the trial court is based upon alternative
grounds, the fact that one of the grounds may be in error is of no
consequence and may be disregarded if the judgment can be
sustained upon one of the other grounds.

-8-

Henman v. State, 966 P.2d 49, 52 (Ida. App. 1998) (quotations and citation
omitted).
The district court's ruling that "the 'good faith' exception applies under
United States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897 (1984)," R.117, was an independent, alternative
basis for its decision refusing to suppress the evidence. Yet, Cone has not
challenged that ruling on appeal. 1 "Without argument 6r authority regarding
this issue, [this Court] will not presume error and must uphold the district
court's [refusal to suppress the evidence] on this alternative ground." Henman,
966 P.2d at 52; accord Holmes Development, LLC v. Cook, 2002 UT 38, *h 55,48 P.3d
895 (holding that by failing to appeal [the trial court's] ruling, [appellant] has
waived any appeal on the issue").
B.

In any event, Defendant has not shown that thej search warrant
was invalid.
Cone has not, in any case, demonstrated that the| district court erred in

concluding that the search warrant was validly issued by the magistrate and
supported by probable cause.

1

Other courts have likewise applied the good fiith exception in cases
involving similar facts. See, e.g., Cole v. State, 200 S.W.2d 762, 764-66 (Tex. App.
2006) (applying good fatih exception where magistrate's signature on warrant
was preceded by jurat language); Anzualda v. Commonwealth, 607 S.E.2d 749,75659 (Va. App. 2005) (applying good faith exception where affidavit did not list
dates of reported events).
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1. The magistrate's signature on the warrant authorized the
search of Defendant's bedroom.
Cone claims that the magistrate's signature on the warrant "did not
authorize a search/ 7 but "merely affirmed that the officer had subscribed and
sworn to the warrant." Aplt. Brf. at 8. In support, he cites numerous cases
articulating various principles, but he does not explain how those cases apply to
the facts here. See Aplt. Brf. at 9-15.2 "Mere 'bald citation to authority/ devoid
of any analysis, is not adequate" when briefing an issue on appeal. State v. Lee,
2006 UT 5, 1 22, 128 P.3d 1179. Accordingly, this Court should not address
Cone's claim. See Anderson v. Taylor, 2006 UT 79,125,149 P.3d 352 (declining to
consider inadequately briefed issue).
In any event, the magistrate's signature was effective in authorizing the
search of Cone's bedroom. Cone asks the Court to focus on the jurat language
preceding the magistrate's signature to the exclusion of the document as a
whole. Such an approach is contrary to the well settled principle that warrants
are to be construed "in a common sense fashion." United States v. Cardwell, 680
F.2d 75, 77 (9th Cir. 1982).

2

For example, Cone cites a number of cases that concluded the warrant
was invalid because the magistrate failed to sign it. See Aplt. Brf. at 13-15. He
does not explain, however, why those cases apply to this case, where the subject
warrant was in fact signed by the magistrate. See Aplt. Brf. at 13-15.
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On its face, the document is a duly issued search warrant. It's caption
reads, "Search Warrant/' and it includes a finding of probable cause, initialed by
Judge Howard. R.23. The second page begins with language directing the
search of Cone's bedroom and the seizure of "the marijuana described by
Spencer Ricks," together with "paraphernalia to includ^ rolling papers, pipes,
and other marijuana or illegal controlled substances." R.J22. The document thus
falls squarely within the definition of a warrant—it is in the form of "an order
issued by a magistrate in the name of the state and directed to a peace officer,
describing with particularity the thing, place, or person to be searched and the
property or evidence to be seized." Utah R. Crim. P. 4(Mla)(3).
The document is then dated and signed by the magistrate as follows:
Dated this day of

[left blank]
rieft blank!
AFFIANT: Joshua Jennings

Subscribed and sworn before me on the 2nd day of pec 2006 5:54 pm.
Fred Howard
JUDGE
R.22 (words in italics indicate magistrate's handwriting and signature).
Concededly, the signature block is in the form of a jurat that is typically found at
the end of an affidavit. Compare R.22 with R.20. The document, however, does
not purport to be an affidavit, but a warrant. Not surprisingly, therefore, the
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date and signature line for the affiant officer are left blank. See R.22. Only the
magistrate's signature appears on the warrant and the warrant provides no
other place for his signature. See R.22. As such, the proposition that Judge
Howard's signature "merely affirmed that the officer had subscribed and sworn
to the warrant/' Aplt. Brf. at 8, is "a nonsensical result since there was no other
signature to verify on the warrant/' Cole, 200 S.W.2d at 764.
In sum, the document purports to be a "Search Warrant/' it includes
probable cause findings initialed by Judge Howard, it "direct[s]" Utah peace
officers "to conduct a search" of Cone's bedroom and to seize drugs and
paraphernalia, and it is signed by Judge Howard in the only place provided for
a magistrate's signature. The district court thus correctly concluded that the
"extra words" in the signature block did not create confusion as to the nature or
validity of the warrant. R.77-76.
2. The search warrant was supported by probable cause,
notwithstanding the lack of date information in the affidavit.
Cone also argues that "[t]he information in the affidavit to support the
search warrant was undated and thereby stale." Aplt. Brf. at 8. He contends
that "[a]bsent some dated observations the magistrate was unable to make a
probable cause determination sufficient to authorize an entry into the
appellant's home." Aplt. Brf. at 8. His argument fails.
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When applying for a search warrant, police must provide the magistrate
with " [sjufficient information" to establish "a fair probability that contraband or
evidence of a crime will be found in a particular place." Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S.
213,239,238 (1983). Probable cause does "not [require] an actual showing" that
contraband or evidence will be found, but "only a probability or substantial
chance" that it will be found. Id. at 245. In determining whether probable cause
exists, the magistrate considers "all the circumstances set forth in the affidavit."
Id. at 238. Moreover, the magistrate views and weighs that information "in a
common-sense, reasonable manner." State v. Hansen, 732 P.2d 127,130 (Utah
1987); accord Gates, 462 U.S. at 238 (holding that probable cause determination is
"a practical, common-sense decision").
When reviewing a magistrate's probable cause finding, the appellate court
likewise "review[s] the [probable cause] affidavit as a whole and with a
I
'common sense' orientation." State v. Womack, 967 P.2d 536, 543 (Utah App.
1998).

That examination, however, "should not tak^ the form of de novo

review" —the magistrate's probable cause finding is instead entitled to "great
deference." Gates, 462 U.S. at 236 (internal quotes and citations omitted). " [T]he
duty of a reviewing court is simply to ensure that the magistrate had a
'substantial basis for . . . conclud[ing]' that probable cause existed.'" Id. at 23839 (citation omitted). Accordingly, "'the resolution of doubtful or marginal
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cases in this area should be largely determined by the preference to be accorded
to warrants/" Id. at 237 n.10 (citation omitted).
The affidavit in this case disclosed the following facts relevant to the
probability that marijuana would be found in Cone's bedroom:
(1) On December 2,2006, patrol officer Jennings "was assigned
to the investigation of a possession of marijuana" at a Provo
apartment in which Cone and his roommate, Spencer Ricks,
resided;
(2) Ricks provided Officer Jennings with "a firsthand account"
that "he smelled the odor of burnt marijuana in the apartment" and
that "while looking for where the smell was coming from," he
"located a small bag of marijuana" in Cone's top desk drawer;
(3) Two other officers were "with [Cone] since [Officer
Jennings] made first contact and informed him of the accusation of
marijuana being in his possession"; and
(4) Officer Jennings "requested] that the search be executed
immediately as is reasonably possible, given that [Cone] is being
detained at the residence to prevent destruction or concealment of
evidence."
R.21. Although it is conceivable that Officer Jennings was acting on a stale
report, such a scenario is unlikely. A common sense and practical reading of the
affidavit supports the district court's finding that "the information was recent
and maybe even from the same day." R.118:f 118.
The affidavit reveals that on the day the warrant was issued, Officer
Jennings —a patrolman —went to Cone's residence on a report from Cone's
roommate (Ricks) that he found marijuana in Cone's bedroom.

-14-

Unlike

investigators or detectives, patrol officers are typically first responders
Accordingly, the magistrate could reasonably infer that picks made the report
that very day. Because Ricks told police the precise ocation of the bag of
marijuana (in the top drawer of Cone's desk), it was also reasonable to infer that
Ricks registered his report on the same day he foundi the marijuana.

That

inference is buttressed by the fact that two officers remained with Cone while
Officer Jennings sought the warrant to prevent Cong from destroying or
concealing the evidence. 3
Undoubtedly, express reference to the date the mairijuana was discovered
would have removed all doubt. However, an affidavit tor a search warrant is
not measured by what it lacks, "but by the facts it contains/' United States v.
Harris, 403 U.S. 573,579 (1971) (plurality opinion). And probable cause requires
only a showing of "fair probability," not proof beyond a reasonable doubt or
even by a preponderance of the evidence. See Gates, 46z U.S. at 238. Based on
all the information contained in the affidavit, viewed in a common sense and
practical manner, the magistrate had a " 'substantial basis'" for concluding that

3

This case is unlike State v. Dable, 2003 UT App [389, 81 P.3d 783, upon
which Cone relies in his brief. See Aplt. Brf. at 16-17, The w r arrant in Dable was
the product of an ongoing investigation, not of a recent citizen's complaint. See
Dable, 2003 UT App 389, f 111-12. Moreover, the drug inf
i ormation provided by
the informant in Dable (that he purchased drugs from! Dable on at least two
occasions) "was nonspecific and general in nature." Id.\ at H 9.
-15-

there was probable cause to believe marijuana and paraphernalia would be
found in Cone's bedroom. Id. at 238-39.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this Court should affirm the decision of the district court
below because Cone has not challenged the court's ruling that suppression is not
warranted under the good faith exception to the exclusionary rule. In any event,
the district court correctly ruled that the search was conducted pursuant to a
validly issued warrant supported by probable cause.
Respectfully submitted August 2, 2010.
MARK L. SHURTLEFF

Utah Attorney General

jEFrasrSTGRAY

^ysistant Attorney Gener,
Counsel for Appellee
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ADDENDA

ADDENDUM A

Search Warrant
&

Affidavit in Support of Search Wipirani

FILED

FOURTH DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
UTAH COUNTY, PROVO DEPARTMENT
STATE OF UTAH

DEC - 3 2005
4TH DISTRICT
STATE OF UTAH
UTAH COUNTY

Search Warrant
Plaintiff,
vs.
.Andrew Hunter Cone
DOB 03/29/1988
47 East 600 North
Provo, UT 84604
Defendant
STATE OF UTAH
:ss.
COUNTY OF UTAH

Criminal No.

)
)

THE STATE OF UTAH TO ANY PEACE OFFICER OF THEfeTATEOF UTAH:
Magistrates5
Endorsement

It has been established by oath or affirmation made or submitted to
me this 2h£ day of December 2006, that there is probable cause
to believe the following:
1. Marijuana is being illegally possessed at y E. 600 N. #403
2. Is evidence of illegal conduct.
3. The person or entity in possession of the property is a party to
the alleged illegal conduct.

NOW, THEREFORE, YOU AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby
directed to conduct a search of 47 East 600 North #403 in Provo,
specifically the bedroom located in the Northeast corner of the
apartment, which is occupied by Andrew Hunter Cone to search
for the marijuana described by Spencer Ricks. As well as
paraphernalia to include rolling papers, pipes, and other marijuana
or illegal controlled substances.
IF YOU FIND THE DESCRIBED PROPERTY, you are directed
to bring the property forthwith before me at the court or to hold the
same in your possession pending further order of this court. You
are instructed to leave a receipt for the property with the person in
whose possession the property is found or at the premises where
the property was located. After execution of the warrant you shall
promptly make a verified return of the warrant to me together writh
a written inventory of any property seized identifying the place
where the property is being held.
Dated this day of

AFFIANT: Joshua Jennings

FOURTH DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
UTAH COUNTY, PROVO DEPARTMENT
STATE OF UTAH
AFFIDAVIT IN ^UPPORT OF
Search Warrant

Plaintiff,
vs.

Andrew Hunter Cone
DOB 03/29/1988

Criminal No.

Defendant
STATE OF UTAH
:ss.
COUNTY OF UTAH

)
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I, Joshua Jennings, being first duly sworn on oath, dispose and say:
That your affiant is a police officer in and for the City of Provo, Utah County,
Utah and has been so employed since December 15, 20D3, and is currently
assigned as a Patrolman in the Patrol Division.
2.

That on 12/02/2006, your affiant was assigned to the investigation of a
possession of marijuana investigation at 47 East 600 North #403, Provo, UT.
That a firsthand account was given to me by Spencer Ricks, also a resident at
47 East 600 North # 403, that he smelled the odor of burnt marijuana in the
apartment. Spencer Ricks also signed a written statement stating that while
looking for where the smell was coming from he entered Andrew Hunter
Cones' room. Spencer Ricks and Andrew Hunter Cone are roommates in
apartment #403. The room is located in the Northeast torner of the apartment.
Spencer Ricks opened the top drawer of the defendants' desk and located a
small bag of marijuana. Spencer Ricks stated that he knew it was marijuana
as he has previous experience with marijuana and knows it by sight. He
described the amount as being approximately the size of a quarter wrapped in
a plastic bag.

4.

Your affiant requests that this search be executed imnliediaiely as is
reasonably possible, given that the defendant is being detained at the residence
to prevent destruction or concealment of evidence. Officer Laursen and
Officer Partridge have been with the defendant since 1 made first contact and
informed him of the accusation of marijuana being in) Ms possession.

Wherefore, your affiant respectfully requests authority to execute a search
warrant at 47 East 600 North #403 in Provo, specifically the bedroom located
in the Northeast corner of the apartment, which is occupied by Andrew Hunter
Cone to search for the marijuana described by Spencer Ricks. As well as
paraphernalia to include rolling papers, pipes, and other marijuana or illegal
controlled substances.
The residence is more specifically described as the apartment with #403 near
the door area located on the 4th floor Eastern most part of the apartment
building located at 47 East 600 North. The bedroom is located in the
Northeast corner of the apartment.

Dated this day of

Subscribed and sworn before me on the 'P
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day of
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ADDENDUM B

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Ordier
(issued October 2,2007)

JEFFREY R. BUHMAN,<7041)
Utah County Attorney
AARON NIELSON (9803)
Deputy Utah County Attorney
100 East Center, Suite 2100
Provo,UT 84606
Telephone: (801)851-8026
Fax: (801)851-8051

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COlfRT
STATE OF UTAH

STATE OF UTAH.
Plaintiff,
vs.
ANDREW HUNTER CONE
Defendant.

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,
AND
ORDER
(Regarding Validity of Search Warrant)
Case No1071400089
Judge: Claudia Laycock

Oral Arguments on defendant's motion to suppress the search warrant were held on August
8, 2007. The court made it's ruling at that time in open court Plaintiff appeared through and was
represented by Deputy Utah County Attorney, Aaron Nielson Defendant appeared in person and
was represented by Shelden Carter of Harris & Carter. The Court has reviewed the memorandums
of law filed b\ Defendant and Plaintiff, has heard oral arguments from b >th parties, and has sought
clarification directly from counsel. Now. being fully advised in the premises and legal issues, the
Court enters the following findings, conclusions, and order regarding Defendant's motion:

FINDINGS OF FACT
This Court enters the following Findings of Fact regarding Defendant's motion:
1.

On December 2nd, 2006, Officer Jennings of the Provo Police Department submitted a sworn
affidavit to Judge Howard of the Fourth District Court, attesting to certain facts which
established probable cause to search Defendant's residence for evidence of marijuana use.

2.

Judge Howard signed the affidavit, certifying that the affidavit had been sworn by Officer
Jennings in his presence.

3.

Also on December 2nd, 2006, Judge Howard signed a search warrant that had previously been
prepared by Officer Jennings.

4.

On the warrant form, Judge Howard placed his initial next to the following facts, certifying
as magistrate that he had found probable cause to believe: 1) That marijuana was being
illegally possessed at 47 E. 600 N. #403 (Defendant's residence): 2) That there was evidence
of illegal conduct; 3) That the person or entity in possession of the property was a part} to
the alleged illegal conduct.

5.

The warrant directed "Any peace officer in the State of Utah'" to conduct a search of the
residence, specifically searching for evidence of marijuana and marijuana paraphernalia,
including "rolling papers, pipes, and other marijuana or illegal controlled substances/'

6.

That the extra words on the search warrant do not add confusion.

7.

That the order for the search warrant is clear.
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8.

The area authorized to be searched and what it is being searched for is clear and free from
any confusion.

9.

That there is no confusion that the order for the search warrant was signed by a Judge.

10.

That the officer in this case acted upon the warrant in good faith.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
After entering the foregoing Findings Of Fact, this Court enters tl}e following Conclusions

of Law:
1.

That the search warrant is valid.

2.

That the officer acted upon the warrant in good faith.
ORDER
The Court having entered the foregoing Findings Of Fact and Conclusions of Law enters the

following Order:
1.

Defendant' s motion to suppress evidence seized while actirig upon the search warrant
is denied. Warrant is found to be valid and is upheld and Inot quashed.

On the 3 t _ day of

QttJ^JjOX

. 2007.
BYTHECObRI:
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Claudia Laycock
District Court Judae
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ADDENDUM C

Findings, Conclusions & Order
(issued April 2,2008)
(pages 1-3)

APR 02 2008
, 4TH DISTRICT
STATE OF LiTAi
IrrAH COUNTY

IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH, PROVO DEPT
-000O000-

STATE OF UTAH,

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS
& ORDER
Plaintiff,

vs.
CASE NO 071400089

ANDREW HUNTER CONE,
Defendant.
-oooOooo-

Defendant motioned this Court to exclude evidence frcjm trial which was
obtained via a search warrant. Defendant contends that the waitrant and the
succeeding search were illegal and in violation of the Fourth Amendment to the
United States Constitution and Art. I Section 14 of the Utah State Constitution.
The defendant asserts that the warrant was not signeq by a magistrate
acting in that capacity but as a witness to the affiant's signatur

Defendant argues

the magistrate's signature affirmed that the officer had subscribed and sworn to the

warrant on the 2nd day of December, 2006. Defendant then argues that no judicial
authority was given to enter the apartment.
The defendant in a second motion argues the information provided in the
affidavit supporting the issuance of the search warrant was stale and that no
probable cause existed to issue the warrant.
FINDINGS OF FACT

The Court enters the following findings of fact regarding the defendant's
motions:
1. On December 2,2006, Officer Jennings of the Provo Police Department
presented an affidavit to Judge Fred Howard of the Fourth District Court.
The affidavit was in support of his request for a search warrant. Officer
Jennings is the affiant and aiso the person who created the documents,
both the affidavit and the search warrant. Officer Jennings prepared the
same without participation by the County or City Attorney. Officer
Jennings, in company with other officers, executed the search warrant.
2. The affidavit reports that Officer Jennings was assigned to an
investigation of possible possession of marijuana at 47 East 600 North,

#403, Provo, Utah. The affidavit and warrant are attached. The cause
for the search is set out in paragraph three (3) which provides a
summary of events wherein a roommate, Spencer Kicks, located a
small bag of marijuana in apartment #403. Mr. Ricks entered the room
of the defendant based detecting an odor of marijuana.
3. The signature of Judge Howard does appear on the search warrant and
a reasonable person would believe the Court authorized the search of
the defendant's home and room.
4. The affidavit provides no date of the observations made by Mr. Ricks.
The Court finds the affidavit lacked a time reference. It does allow the
conclusion that the information was recent and maybe even from the
same day, although it does not specifically say t h a i
5. However, the Court finds that the officer acted in good faith. The Court
finds that the substantial rights of the defendant have not been
abridaed.

CONCLUSION

The Court finds that the warrant was signed by a magistrate and that any
reasonable person could have deciphered the Court's intent to authorize an entry
into the home for purposes to search for the contraband. Attached are copies of the
warrant and the affidavit. The Court finds the search warrant here falls within the
statutory authorizations set out by U.C.A. 77-23-201(2) and that the substantial rights
of the defendant have not been abridged.
However, the Court finds the evidence may be still admitted over the
objection of the defense. The Court finds the 'good faith' exception applies under
United States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897 (1984).
The defendant's motions to exclude the evidence obtained through the
execution of the search warrant are denied.

DATED this SMJL.

day of April. 2008./
Judge

Approved as to form:

Utah bounty Ttffomey
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